
true friends
Samson and Delilah Lesson 10 Proverbs 28:26
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Goals
The child will...
• Learn the importance of being trustworthy.
• Believe that Jesus was the ultimate Friend, Who gave His life to pay for his sin.
• Choose to make God his Lord and ask for forgiveness of sin.
• Choose to be a trustworthy friend.

Reminders
Help the children understand the ability they have to be a good friend, but they need to choose 
good friends who are a good influence on them.

Supporting Doctrines
For supporting doctrines see Novo’s Statement of Faith at novoministries.org/statement-of-faith.

Power Phrase
A true friend is trustworthy!

Memory Verse
Proverbs 28:26, “He who trusts in his own heart is a fool, but whoever walks wisely will be 
delivered.”

Acknowledgements
We want to express our gratitude to the volunteers who contributed ideas toward the development 
of this lesson: Joni Brown and Roddrick Dugger. All of our contributors work with the children of 
Oklahoma City’s inner city. Thank you for the time you have invested in the children.
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Samson and Delilah
Bible Story – Judges 16

Recommended Visuals
• flashcard visuals
Supplies
• Bible, props (paper heart, wig, swim floaties, string, rope, scissors)
Captivate #1 - Props!
• Use different items to help you tell the story. You could use things like a big paper heart, a wig 

or mop head (to represent hair), swim floaties for your arms (can put them on under a t-shirt to 
look like muscle), string, a rope, or a pair of scissors.

Captivate #2 - Thumbs Up, Thumbs Down!
• Stop at different points during the story and ask the children a question that has a “yes” or “no” 

answer. Ask them to show their answer by putting their thumbs up for “yes” and their thumbs 
down for “no.”

Background
• Once there was a man named Samson. Samson had an incredible gift from God. He had 

incredible strength from God that made him stronger than anyone else. However, in order to 
keep that strength, there were some rules he had to follow. He was not allowed to drink any 
wine or strong drink, he could not touch anything dead, and he could never cut his hair. Samson 
had this incredible gift from God and could have done so many great things. He allowed his 
friends to negatively influence him, and he did things he wasn’t supposed to do.

Story
• Retell the story from Judges 16.
• See story script.
Conclusion
• Samson’s hair began to grow back while he was in prison, and one day the Philistines brought 

Samson outside to make fun of him. Samson prayed that God would allow his strength to return 
so he could destroy the Philistines. God allowed this because the Philistines refused to worship 
the One True God. Samson pushed against two pillars at the party and it caused the building to 
collapse, which caused everyone including Samson to die. Although God allowed Samson to 
have strength one last time, there were consequences to his disobedience. 

• Samson and Delilah were not trustworthy people, and they lied to each other to get what they 
wanted and to protect themselves. True friends are not like this; they are trustworthy.

✓

Testimony

• Tell about a time when you were trustworthy even when it was difficult.
• Tell about a time when you chose to surround yourself with people who weren’t trustworthy. 

How did spending time with them affect you? How does spending time with Jesus affect you?

✓
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Challenge

Recommended Visuals
• $1 bill and play money  (point out the anti-counterfeit marks on the real money), Key Point 

visuals*, Power Phrase visual*, Memory Verse visual*
Supplies
• Bible
Introduction
• Show the real $1 bill and the play  money. Explain that some counterfeit money  looks and feels 

like real money, but there are certain marks and symbols on real money that prove it is real 
money. 

• Explain that, very much like money, some people can seem like true and trustworthy  friends, 
but there are ways we can know if people are really  our true friends. The best way  to know the 
difference is to study the real thing.

Key Points
A trustworthy friend is loyal!
• Loyalty  is when we choose to be a friend even if it isn’t easy  or convenient for us. The Bible tells 

us in Proverbs 17:17 that a friend loves at all times. That means even when things are hard, a 
true friend loves and is loyal.

• Jesus was a loyal friend. He chose to love His friends always. He knew they  would betray Him 
and yet He was willing to die for them (John 15:13).

A trustworthy friend is honest!
• Honesty  is telling the truth to someone. If someone is a trustworthy  friend, he will be honest 

even when it’s not easy  to tell the truth. Honesty isn’t always easy, but a true friend will love 
someone enough to tell him the truth even if it hurts (Proverbs 27:5-6).

• Jesus was an honest friend. Jesus always told the truth no matter what even if it might seem 
hurtful. One time Jesus’ friend Peter tried to tell Him that He was not going to die on the cross. 
Jesus corrected him right then and said that Peter was not focused on what God’s plan was 
(Mark 8:27-33). Jesus understood that telling the truth to people is very  important even if 
someone thinks you are being unkind.

A trustworthy friend will help you do the right thing!
• Trustworthy  means that you can rely  on someone to be honest and truthful. A trustworthy  friend 

will help you do the right thing even if it makes you upset with them. If someone always tells you 
what you want to hear, he may  not be a trustworthy  friend. The Bible says that evil or bad 
friends can ruin our good behavior. We should be careful to have trustworthy  friends who help 
us do the right thing (1 Corinthians 15:33).

• Jesus told His friends the truth even though He was rejected by  many people. Some people 
didn’t like hearing the truth that Jesus was the only  Way  to God (John 14:6), but Jesus told 
them so they would know how to do the right thing and follow Him.

✓
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Challenge (continued)

Conclusion
• True friends are trustworthy and they will be honest and loyal to each other. One of the best 

ways that we can make sure that we have trustworthy friends is to make sure that we are being 
true and trustworthy  friends to others. Being a true and trustworthy friend is not always easy, 
but we can ask God to help us be trustworthy friends like Jesus is.

• Invite the unsaved child to trust Jesus as His Savior, and to trust Jesus to be the most 
trustworthy Friend (John 14:6).

• Challenge the saved child to be a trustworthy friend with God’s help (Proverbs 13:20).
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The Trust Walk
Arriving Activity

Visuals
• picture of a blind person and his guide dog*
Supplies
• blind folds, objects in the room to guide the person through
Instructions and Application
• As the children arrive, ask if they  have ever seen a blind person and his guide dog. Ask them 

what the purpose of the guide dog is. Do you think it was hard for the blind person to trust their 
guide dog when they first met? Does the blind person need to fully trust the guide dog?

• Tell them we are going to see how much we trust each other. Have the children pick partners; 
one to be blindfolded and the other to lead. Have them guide their partners with their words only 
through the objects in the room. When they are done, have them switch roles.

• Ask the following questions. Was it difficult or easy to trust your partner? Did your partner do his 
best to guide you the way  you were supposed to go? Would a trustworthy person make you run 
into things on purpose? 

Note · Comment

✓
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Promises
Gospel Presentation

Visuals
• picture of person being sworn into court *, “Who is God?”; “What’s the Solution?”; and “What to 

Do Now?” Foundational Gospel Truths visuals*
Supplies
• coloring page with the word PROMISE in block letters (one per child)*, coloring tools, paper for 

each child*, marker board, dry erase marker
Instructions and Application
• Ask the team to explain why a person is sworn in when he goes to court. If they  are unfamiliar 

with the concept, explain that it is a way  to ensure that the person is telling the whole truth and 
nothing but the truth. Explain that when Adam and Eve sinned, God promised to send Someone 
to rescue them from their sins. God loves the world; He sent Jesus to take our punishment for 
sin (John 3:16; 2 Corinthians 5:21). We can know that God is trustworthy  because God always 
keeps His promises.

Discussion
• Older Team: Have the team look up the promises God makes to people who choose to follow 

Him (1 John 1:9; Hebrews 13:5b-6). Ask them to tell you what they think those promises mean.
• Younger Team: Have each of them draw a picture of Jesus, and ask them if they  think Jesus is 

trustworthy. Explain that we can know that Jesus is trustworthy  because He is God, and God 
always keeps His promises.

• Quiet Team: Give them a paper with the word PROMISE written in block letters. Allow them to 
write down their favorite verse/promise from the Foundational Gospel Truths visuals. Allow time 
for them to share why that verse is their favorite if they want to. 

• Active Team: Have a race to look up the verses from the Foundational Gospel Truths visuals. 
The first group to find the verse has to stand up, turn around 3 times, and then sit down. Each 
time they  do this, they  get a point; and the team with the most points at the end of the game 
wins. Once each team finds the verse have the whole group say the verse together. 

Note · Comment

✓
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Blindfold
Memory Verse

Visuals
• Memory Verse visual*
Supplies
• brainstorming cloud worksheet (one per child)*, coloring tools, writing tools, blindfolds

A.G.A.I.N. acrostic 
A — ATTENTION GRABBER
Discuss with the children the verse and what it means to trust in yourself. Ask them why that is 
foolish? Ask them who they  think is the One who will deliver us if we walk wisely. Have the children 
put on blindfolds again. Give them a choice if they  would like someone to guide them or if they 
would like to do it on their own. Compare being blindfolded to trusting in your own heart. Doing 
things on our own can be dangerous to us. If we allow God to guide us, we are being wise; and He 
will protect us and deliver us.
G — GOD’S WORD
Proverbs 28:26, “He who trusts in his own heart is a fool, but whoever walks wisely will be 
delivered.” 
A — AWARENESS

I — IN THEIR LIVES
! unsaved child (questions to ask an unsaved child)

! saved child (questions to ask a saved child)

N — NUMBER OF TIMES

Memorization Activity
Play  Hot or Cold. Hide a small object from one child. While that child tries to find it, the rest of the 
group quotes the verse, getting softer when the child gets closer to the object and louder as the 
child moves farther away. Repeat the verse until the object is found. Have the seeking child say  the 
verse after finding the object.

✓
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Blindfold (continued)

Discussion
• Older Team: Have the team give different situations where they  would have to choose to be 

trustworthy or not. Ask them what they would do in each situation. 
• Younger Team: Have the team talk about what it means to be trustworthy  and think of examples 

of how they can be a trustworthy friend. 
• Quiet Team: Give each child a worksheet with a “brainstorming cloud” on it. Have them write or 

draw different ways that they can be a friend that is trustworthy. 
• Active Team: Split the group into two teams and review what the different parts of the verse 

mean. Once they  answer a question, have them play  Rock, Paper, Scissors with you to earn 
points. The team with the most points at the end of the game wins.

Note · Comment

Flashback
Review Questions

Supplies
• sheet of review questions with storyboard boxes to write or draw the story (one per child)*
Large Group Review Questions
• What was Samson’s incredible gift? (He was very, very strong.)
• What was Samson not allowed to do? (Cut his hair, touch anything dead, drink wine/strong 

drink)
• Who was the woman Samson fell in love with? (Delilah)
• Who were the Philistines? (The enemies of God’s people)
• What job did the Philistines give Delilah? (To find out how Samson could lose his strength)
• How many times did Samson lie to Delilah? (Three times)
• What happened when Samson’s hair was cut? (He lost his strength and was taken prisoner by 

the Philistines.)
• What did Samson ask God for while he was in prison? (The ability  to have his strength back just 

one more time to destroy the enemies of God’s people)
Discussion Questions
• What does it mean to be a trustworthy friend? 
• How can you be a a friend who helps others do the right thing?

Note · Comment

✓
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Trust Bridge
Craft

Supplies
• coloring page with a bridge (bridge should have outlines of where the missing planks go on the 

bridge)*, plank cutouts to attach to the outlines of the bridge*, scissors, glue sticks, writing and 
coloring utensils

Instructions and Application
• Ask the team what a bridge’s purpose is. Explain that a bridge connects two places that weren’t 

connected before. Explain that a bridge is able to stay  up only  because of all the individual parts 
that come together to make the whole thing (an example would be a wooden bridge, with 
individual planks connected to one another). Explain that you have to trust that each of the 
individual parts will do its job. Explain that true friends are connected by  the trust they have in 
each other. Talk about different things that people can do that would build trust between them 
and another person (tell the truth in a kind way, not gossip about them, tell the truth about 
yourself, etc.). Instruct them to write or draw something on each of the planks that would build 
trust. 

Note · Comment

✓
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What’s the Point?
Application Activities

Supplies
• construction paper, writing utensils, tape or stapler, small container of salt, small container of 

sugar
Activity #1
• Make a “trust chain.” Give each of the children a strip of paper. Have them write a way  that they 

can demonstrate that they are trustworthy  (e.g., keeping a promise, doing what is asked of 
them, etc.) on their paper. You may  have to help the younger children with this. You will begin 
the “chain” by  sharing with the group what you wrote on your paper and then using tape or a 
stapler to make your paper into a circle. Have the person on your right share and then connect 
his paper to yours, also making a circle with his paper. Go around the circle, having each child 
share and then connect his paper to the chain. Talk about how trust makes a relationship 
stronger just like the more links that are added will make the chain stronger.

activity #2
• Show the containers of salt and sugar. Explain that one of the containers is salt and one is 

sugar. Everything about them looks the same. Ask the children how they  would know the 
difference between the two. Explain that the main difference is the taste. Talk about how people 
can look like they  are trustworthy, but their actions will show that they  aren’t. Talk about different 
recipes that have salt in them or have sugar in them. Knowing the type of people who are the 
right type of friend for you is just like knowing whether you need salt or sugar in a recipe. We 
have to be careful to choose and to be trustworthy friends. 

Note · Comment

Now What?
Additional Activities

Supplies
• “Samson and Delilah” Coloring Page*
• “Samson and Delilah” Word Scramble*
• “Samson and Delilah” Matching*
Instructions and Application
• These activities are to be used with your team as time fillers while reinforcing the lesson 

concepts. They  can take these home each week or do them while they  are listening to you 
teach during Small Group. These activities require little to no explanation and can be great for 
moments when you are transitioning or don’t have time to start another activity.

Note · Comment

✓
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